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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper introduces a method for binarization of historical document images that suffer from 

non-uniform background, faint text, low contrast, stain, bleed-through, or shadow challenges.  

The proposed method adaptively detects the non-uniform background in the document image 

and eliminates it. Areas that contain missing text are adaptively identified and reprocessed 

separately. Stain and bleed-through objects are found depending on stroke width and locally 

binarized.  Shadow is detected based on the image contrast.  Otsu multilevel is applied for 

binarization. DIBCO series is used for testing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Document image binarization is a substantial stage in the image recognition and analysis.  It is 

used to segment the pixels into text and background. Text and background represented by 0 and 

1, respectively. Text extraction may be challenging because of the noise in document images 

(such as non-uniform background, shadows, bleed-through, and stain) and faint text.  Focus on 

noise elimination may cause loss of faint text. On the contrary, faint or low contrast text 

extraction may produce noisy images. Therefore, it is important to remove degradation of the 

document image while preserving meaningful information. Effectiveness of binarization method 

is known by evaluation its output, such that binarization of good quality document image is easier 

than degraded document image. The objective of this paper is to propose a binarization method 

for all types of degradation.  This is done by suggesting a method to detect each image problem 

and solve it separately. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In literature, many techniques were introduced for document binarization.  Bataineh  et al.  [1] 

method depends on the contrast. It fails in compound challenges.   Bataineh et al. [2] method 

depends on mean, standard deviation and the maximum level of the image. It fails if the local 

window is applied on the text body.  In Lu [3] method, an iterative polynomial smoothing 

procedure is used for background estimation.  It fails in bleeding through problem.  Moghaddam 
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[4] combines grid-based modeling and the estimated background. Shi [5] uses the stroke width. 

Faint text cannot be recovered, and stain or shadow cannot be removed. Nafchi [6] method is 

based on phase congruency and feature maps.  Su [7] depends on the contrast.  Faint text cannot 

be recovered in bright images. Howe [8] uses Laplacian and Canny filters, and the graph cut. 

Noise and misses in the text are exist. Jia [9] method votes multiple thresholds for pixels 

classification.  Vo [10] uses a hierarchical deep network architecture. He fails to recover thin or 

weak strokes. 
 

AL-Khatatneh [11] method depends on the standard deviation.   It is used for low uneven 

illumination document images.  In Kefali [12] method, global thresholding classified the most 

pixels, and the remaining pixels are processed depending on their neighborhood information. This 

method misclassified the dark background or light foreground.  In Jetley [13] method, gray scale 

image is processed using the Kittler [14] method at multiple scales. Then text line segmentation 

approach is used. It is robust to slightly degraded images. Pai [15] determines a threshold value 

using intelligent block size. It failed in very low or high illuminated document.  We conclude that 

no binarization technique is completely accurate for all document image challenges.  The 

objective of this paper is to propose a binarization method for solving the compound challenges. 

This paper is presented as follow; in Section 3, the proposed method is explained.  Experimental 

results and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. 
 

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 

In the proposed method, the background of the investigated image is initially estimated and 

inspected. If there is a non-uniform background, it is detected and eliminated.   Subsequently, a 

global binarization method is applied to produce a binary image used in the stork width 

estimation and contrast calculation.  The area that contains the missing text is located in the gray 

scale image using the estimated background and locally recovered based on the stock width and 

the text contrast. Furthermore, stain and bleed-through objects are detected depending on the 

estimated stroke width. Then, they are locally binarized to extract text.   The calculated contrast is 

used in shadow detection. 

 

3.1. NON-UNIFORM BACKGROUND ELIMINATION 

 

For background estimation, an initial foreground (f) is estimated by applying Otsu [16] on an 

obtained high contrast image (HC).  f is applied as a mask on the gray scale image (I). So that, the 

background intensity mean (BGmean) can be calculated.  Text pixels in the gray scale image are 

replaced by the mean. Eq.1 gives the estimated backgrounds (BG) 

 

   (1) 
 

Figure 1 shows background estimation.   Figure 1a and Figure 1b show the grayscale images. 

Figure 1c and Figure 1d are the high contrast images. Figure 1e and Figure 1f are the initial 

foregrounds. Figure 1g and Figure 1h show the estimated background. 

 

For non-uniform background detection, the estimated background is divided into three segments 

(S = 1, 2, 3) using Otsu multilevel method [16]. Figure 2a and Figure 2b show the three segments 
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that are used to extract the darkest (BGd), the fuzzy (BGf) and the brightest (BGb) background 

regions. BGd  given by Eq.(2)  may contain faint text that cannot be extracted in initial foreground 

as shown in Figure 2c, or it may be due to the presence of non-uniform background or shadow as 

shown in Figure 2d. BGf given by Eq.(3) is shown in Figure 2e and Figure 2f. BGb given by 

Eq.(4) is a pure background with completely  extracted text in the initial foreground as shown in 

Figure 2g and Figure 2h. 

 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 
(e)                                                                              (f) 

 
(g)                                                                              (h) 

 

Figure 1. Background estimation: (a), (b) The gray scale images. (c), (d) The high contrast images. (e), (f) 

The initial foregrounds. (g), (h) The estimated background 
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The intensity means for BGd, BGf , and BGb  are calculated, producing Md, Mf  and Mb, 

respectively. The difference between Md  and Mb produces high values in the images with non-

uniform background. So, it is used as an indicator to the presence of non-uniform background. 

Image in Figure 1a has low Mdiff , so it has uniform background. Image in Figure 1b has high Mdiff, 

so it has non uniform background. 

 
(a)                                                                              (b) 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 

 
(e)                                                                              (f) 
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(g)                                                                              (h) 

 

Figure 2. Dividing the estimated background: (a), (b) are the three segments. (c), (d) are the darkest 

background regions. (e), (f) are the fuzzy background regions. (g), (h) are the brightest background regions 

 

The detected non-uniform background is removed by normalization as follow. The darkest region 

in the gray scale image (R1) given by Eq.(5), where i  = l,  is adjusted to R1adj .  Md  and 0 

intensities are mapped to Mb  and the difference between Mb  and Md  intensities, respectively. 

Adjustment of R1 is shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Furthermore, the fuzzy region in the gray 

scale image (R2) given by Eq.(5), where i = 2, is adjusted R2adj . Mf  and 0 are mapped to Mb and 

the difference between Mb and Mf , respectively. Adjustment of R2 is shown in Figure 3c and 

Figure 3d. The normalized image given by Eq.6 is shown in Figure 3e. 

 

 
 

Although the normalization process eliminates the non-uniform background and applying global 

Otsu produces binary images (BI) with high precision. But some text may be lost because the text 

contrast in R1adj may be reduced, as shown in Figure 3f. Furthermore, applying Otsu for images 

with uniform background produces acceptable results for BI. But the faint characters may be lost 

as shown in Figure 3h. The lost text is recovered by the aid of stroke width for the binary image 

resulted from applying Otsu (BI). Using a single stroke width value is not effective in documents 

with different font sizes. So stroke width (SW) and its upper limit (Q) are estimated by the aid of 

skeleton and contour of BI. 

 

3.2. LOST TEXT RECOVERING 

  

For lost text recovering; the areas that are more likely contain missing text, are identified 

adaptively. A pseudo-local version of Otsu multilevel method is applied to that area. 

 

For uniform background images, R1 may contain faint text, faint text and shadow, shadow, or 

faint text in low contrast image as shown in Figure 4. Faint text is recovered depending on the 
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image contrast. In high contrast images where shadow may exist, the broken characters are 

completed by R1 binarization. Objects with the same SW of BI and inside or connected to the 

rectangles that fit objects in BI, are selected. Figure 5 and Figure 6 are two high contrast images 

contain faint text and shadow, respectively. The faint text for both images is recovered in the final 

image (FI) and the shadow is avoided.  In case of very small SW (as shown in Figure 7), 

binarization of. R1 produces discontinuous. So the missed text is completed by taking all objects.  

In low contrast images shown in Figure 8, it is difficult to differentiate between faint text and 

background texture. So that, BI objects whose sizes are smaller than the dot in characters like (i), 

(j), (;), and (.) and outside the rectangles are rejected. 

 

For non-uniform background images, the text lost during normalization is recovered by applying 

Otsu multilevel on R1 and getting the lowest l0% intensity as text. Figure 9 shows lost text 

recovering. 

 
(a)                                                                              (b) 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 
(e)                                                                              (f) 

 
(g)                                                                              (h) 

 

Figure 3. Obtaining the binary images after removing the non-uniform background: (a) R1. (b) R1adj . (c) 

R2 (d)R2adj . (e) The normalized image. (f) The binary image for (e). (g) An uniform background image. (h) 

The binary image for (g) 
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3.3. STAIN AND BLEEDING THROUGH DETECTION 

 

Stain objects are located in BI by calculating the skeleton stroke width (SSW), the vertical mean 

of the skeleton stroke width (VMSSW) and Q for BI. By observing VMSSW, we found that stain 

objects exist where the SSW exceeds five times of Q.  These objects are selected in BI and applied 

as a mask to the gray scale image (I).  The obtained objects are binarized using Otsu multilevel 

method and getting the 33% lowest intensity as text. Figure 10 shows stain detection. 

 

Bleed-through objects, that surrounded by noise and interference, are detected by comparing Q 

for f (low noise) and BI. If it increased significantly, this means that there is background noise in 

the BI. So, objects with SW greater than the Q are selected in BI and binarized using Otsu 

multilevel and getting the lowest 66% of intensity as text. Figure 11 shows bleeding through 

detection. 

 

 
(a) H04-12                                                               (b) R1 

 
(c)  HW2-11                                                            (d) Rl 

 
(e) H01-14                                                              (f) Rl 

 
(g) H13-12                                                               (h) Rl 
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Figure 4. Challenges exist in R1 for the uniform background images: (a), (b) faint text. (c), (d) faint text 

and shadow.(e), (f) shadow. (g), (h) faint text in low contrast image. 

 

 
(a)                                                               (b) 

 
(c)                                                               (d) 

Figure 5. Faint text recovering for a high contrast image: (a) R1. (b) R1 binarization. (c) Rectangles fit 

object in BI. (d) FI. 

 

 
(a) H08-14                                                              (b) 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 

Figure 6. Shadow is avoided for a high contrast image: (a) I. (b) R1 binarization. (c) Rectangles fit 

object in BI. (d) FI. 

 

3.4. SHADOW REDUCTION 

 

Shadow pixels appear as small bright objects in the intensity image given by Eq.(7), that resulted 

by applying the BI as a mask on the gray scale. So we remove objects in the Int whose size 

multiplied by its intensity is less than the SW multiplied by the brightest pixel in text intensity. 

Figure 12 shows shadow reduction.  
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(a) HW7-13                                                            (b) 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 

Figure 7. Faint text recovering for a high contrast image with very small SW: (a)I. (b) R1. (c) R1  

binarization. (d) FI 

 
(a) H02-10                                                             (b) 

 

 

 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

 

Figure 8. Noise removing for a low contrast image: (a) The gray scale image. (b) The binary image. (c) The 

rectangles fit each object in BI. (d) FI. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

The experiments are proceeded using DIBCO (9-10-11-12-13-14 and 16) series [17].  The pro- 

posed method is evaluated against recent methods using F-measure [18]. We propose three setups 

for the experiments with database. The first setup is for methods that display the average F- 

measure for all used datasets. The second setup is for methods that display the average F-measure 

for each used dataset separately. The third setup is for testing the proposed method using a dataset 

that my program has never seen before. 

 
(a)                                                 (b)                                     (c) 

 
(d)                                               (e)                                           (f) 

 

Figure 9. Recovering text lost during the normalization: (a) The gray scale image. (b) The normalized 

image. (c) The binary image. (d) R1. (e) R1 binarization. (f) The final image. 

 

4.1. METHODS DISPLAY THE AVERAGE F-MEASURE FOR ALL USED DATABASE 

 

Kefali[12]  and AL-Khatatneh[11]  display the average F-measure for all used datasets. Kefali 

[12] used DIBCO (9-10-11and 12) datasets. The average F-measure of all these datasets is 85.7 

and for the proposed method is 89.4. AL-Khatatneh [11] uses DIBCO (11 and 13). The average 

F-measure for printed and handwriting images are 87.6 and 79.6, respectively.  In the proposed 

method they are 90.4 and 87.3, respectively. 

 

4.2. METHODS DISPLAY THE AVERAGE F-MEASURE  FOR EACH DATASET USED 

SEPARATELY 

 

The proposed method is compared with Bataineh et al. [1] that uses DIBCO (9-10-11-12). Jetley 

[13], Nafchi [6], Lu [3] [6], Su [7] [6], Pratikakis [19][6], Moghaddam [4] [6] methods that use 
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DIBC0(9-10-11), and Bataineh  et al. [2] that uses DIBC0'09. The average F-measure for each 

database are presented in Table (1). Although many methods in literature have been proposed for 

degraded documents binarization, the main problem is that their performance is different 

according the dataset. The experimental results and comparison with recent algorithms show the 

effectiveness of our proposed method. 

 

4.3. METHODS PARTICIPATED IN ICFHR 2016 CONTEST 

 

My method recorded 86.7 for H-DIBCO 2016 [20], and the winner and the 12th method recorded 

87.6 and 76.1, respectively. 

 

 
(a) P04-09 

 
(b)  

 
(c) 

 
(d)  
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(e) 

 

Figure 10. Stain objects detection: (a) I. (b) BI. (c) VMSSW . (d) The selected objects. (e) FI. 

 

Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 show images suffer from compound challenges and their FI, 

that are used for visual analysis. Figure 13a suffers from stain. Its FI shows that the stain is 

removed while the text in this dark region is retained. Figure 14a contains shadow and stain. Its 

FI shows that shadow and stain are removed and text in the stain is retained.  Image in Figure 

15a suffers from shadow.  FI for this image got rid of the shadow.  Figure 16a shows an image 

suffers from faint text, non-uniform  background,  and stain. Its FI shows that the non-uniform 

background and almost of stain are eliminated, and faint text is recovered.  Figure 17a contains 

shadow and faint text. The FI shows that the faint text is retrieved without shadow.  Figure 18a 

shows an image contains non-uniform background.  The background noise is eliminated in FI. 

Figure 19 show FI for images in Figures 4a, 4c, 4e, and 4g, respectively. Figure 19a shows that 

the faint text is retrieved. Figure 19b shows that the faint text is retrieved without shadow. Figure 

19c shows that the shadow is removed. Figure 19d shows that almost of the faint text is retrieved 

without the background noise. 
 

 
(a) H05-09                                       (b) 

 
(c)                                              (d) 

 

Figure 11. Bleeding through detection: (a) I. (b) BI. (c) Locations of objects surrounded by interference. (d) 

FI 
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(a) H06-12                                                                  (b) 

 
(c)                                                                    (d) 

 

Figure 12. Shadow reduction: (a) I. (b) BI. (c) Int. (d) FI 

 

Table 1. Average F-measure for DIBCO(09-10-11-12-13-14) 

 

Method 09 10 11 12 13 14 

Proposed 90.7 89.1 88.9 88.7 88.9 93.3 

Bataineh et al.[1] 89.3 84.7 87.2 88.1 - - 

Jetley[13] 77.0 84.6 83.5 - - - 

Nafchi[6] 88.4 88.5 87.7 - - - 

Moghaddam[4] 91.5 85.3 85.2 - - - 

Lu[3] 91 86.4 81.6 - - - 

Su[7] 91 85.4 85.5 - - - 

Pratikakis[19] 90.3 86.7 83.58 - - - 

Shi[5]  85.45 - - - - - 

Bataineh et al.[2] 88 - - - - - 
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(a) PR5-13 

 
(b)  

Figure 13. An image suffers from stain and its FI 

 
(a) H07-14 

 
(b)  

 

Figure 14. An image suffers from shadow and stain and its FI 
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(a) H02-9                                                     (b) 

 

Figure 15. An image suffers from shadow and its FI 

 

 
(a) HW4-11                                                     (b) 

 

Figure 16. An image suffers from faint text, non-uniform background and stain, and its FI 

 
(a) HW7-11                                                     (b) 

 

Figure 17.  An image contains shadow and faint text, and its FI 
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(a) H09-14                                                        (b) 

 

Figure 18. An image contains non-uniform background and its FI 

 

 
(a)                                                                                   (b) 

 
(c)                                                     (d) 

 

Figure 19. FI for images in figures 4a, 4c, 4e, and 4g, respectively. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a method for solving the binarization challenges is presented.  The background of 

the investigated image is estimated and divided into three regions using Otsu multilevel 

technique. The difference between the average intensities of darkest and brightest regions of the 

estimated background is low in uniform background images and high in non-uniform background 

images. So that, the non-uniform backgrounds and almost of stains are detected and eliminated by 

normalization. The darkest background region is applied as a mask on the image for identifying 

the area that contains missing text. This area is binarized separately using a pseudo-local version 

of Otsu multilevel method for lost text recovering.  Faint text, shadow or background noise for 

uniform background images are distinguished based on the image contrast. Thin or weak strokes 

are recovered. Stain and bleed-through objects are detected depending on estimated stroke width, 

and they are locally binarized using Otsu multilevel.  Finally, a post processing step based on the 

estimated stroke width is applied to remove the remaining shadow. The main advantage of the 

proposed method is its robustness across all datasets. Our method couldn’t remove shadow if it 

has the same contrast and stroke width of the text.  For the non-uniform background images, it 

may find a difficulty to recover the extremely low contrast or very faint text exist in the darkest 

background region.   
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